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● phase boundary and critical endpoint: 

 hadron yields, fluctuations, (higher) moments, rapidity correlations

● deconfinement:
universal aspects of production of light and  charm hadrons
importance of resonance decays
direct measurements with heavy quarks

●  hadronization:
universal hadronization of mesons and baryons
composite hadrons: coalescense vs direct production

●  outlook: the next decade

  

phase boundary, critical point, deconfinement, hadronization

news from SQM2022 and experimental outlook

new data from all experimental collaborations
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(u,d,s) hadrons and the QGP phase boundary
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statistical hadronization of (u,d,s) hadrons
A. Andronic, P. Braun-Munzinger, K. Redlich, J. Stachel, Nature 561 (2018) 321

data: ALICE coll.,  
Nucl. Phys. A971 (2018) 1

similar results at lower energy,
each new energy yields a pair of
(T, μB) values

connection to QCD (QGP) phase

diagram?
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at LHC energy, production of (u,d,s) hadrons is governed 
by mass and quantum numbers only

quark content does not matter

at LHC energy, matter and anti-matter is 
produced with equal yields
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energy dependence of hadron production described
quantitatively

together with known energy dependence of 
charged hadron production in Pb-Pb collisions we can predict 

yield of all hadrons at all energies with < 10% accuracy
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the QGP phase diagram, LatticeQCD,  and hadron
production data

quantitative agreement of
chemical freeze-out parameters
with most recent LQCD
predictions for baryo-chemical
potential < 300 MeV 

cross over transition at 
μB = 0 MeV, no experimental
confirmation

should the transition be 1st 
order for large μB (large net
baryon density)?

then there must be a critical
endpoint in the phase
diagram

experimental determination of phase boundary at  
Tc = 156.6 ± 1.7 (stat.)  ± 3 (syst.) MeV and μB = 0 MeV 

Nature 561 (2018) 321

note: all coll. at SIS, AGS, SPS, RHIC and LHC involved in data taking 
each entry is result of several years of experiments, variation of μB via variation of cm energy

μB  (MeV)

HOTQCD:  
Phys. Rev. D 90 (2014) 094503
Wuppertal-Budapest:    
Nature 443 (2006) 675-678
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search for critical phenomena by measuring higher moments of 
net proton (baryon) distributions along the phase boundary

pbm, B.Friman, K. Redlich, A. Rustamov, J. Stachel, 
Nucl.Phys. A 1008 (2021) 122141, 2007.02463 [nucl-th]

    pbm, Rustamov, Stachel, Nucl.Phys. A 982 (2019) 307-310, 1807.08927 [nucl-th]
V. Vovchenko, V. Koch, arXiv:2204.00137 [hep-ph]

X. An et al, BEST coll., Nucl.Phys.A 1017 (2022) 122343, arXiv:2108.13867 [nucl-th]

comparison of experimental data of (mostly) STAR and ALICE with predictions of
noncritical base line using canonical thermodynamics to impose baryon number
conservation and otherwise assuming uncorrelated baryon and anti-baryon
emission

make use of experimentally established energy dependence of phase space
distributions  (over 4π in rapidity and transverse momentum) of protons and anti-
protons and baryons and anti-baryons)
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P.Braun-Munzinger, B.Friman, K.Redlich, A.Rustamov and J.Stachel,
Relativistic nuclear collisions: Establishing a non-critical baseline for fluctuation measurements,
[arXiv:2007.02463 [nucl-th], Nucl.Phys. A (in print)].

net baryon distributions, event-by-event fluctuations and
chemical freeze-out
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comparison of experimental
cumulants 

(STAR collaboration, PRL 126 (2021)
092301)

 with predictions using the non-critical
baseline, 2007.02463 

good agreement, no evidence for critical behavior
expect  factor 10 improvement in statistics with STAR BES2 and ALICE Run 3
4th - 6th cumulants should be available for comparison with LQCD predictions

3rd moment data from ALICE
Mesut Arslandok, SQM22, Wed.

morning session
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global and local baryon number conservation

so far, comparison to fluctuation data in canonical ensemble assumes global baryon
number conservation

in principle, local conservation, i.e. short range correlation in rapidity space, is possible
and, indeed, a strong prediction of a string models for particle production, see below.

to take this into account, the following developments too place*: 

(i) a schematic model of local conservation       

(ii) a model for arbitrary rapidity correlations      
this is based on the Choleski decomposition and the Metropolis algorithm 

*   work performed in collaboration with Anar Rustamov and Johanna Stachel
    Nucl.Phys.A 960 (2017) 114-130, 1612.00702 [nucl-th]     vol. fluct. and bar. # cons.
    Nucl.Phys.A 982 (2019) 307-310, 1807.08927 [nucl-th]     can. thermo. and local cons.
    1907.03032 [nucl-th]
    QM2022 presentation, to be published,
    https://indico.cern.ch/event/895086/timetable/#20220406.detailed
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model predictions and comparison to data, see Anar
Rustamov, overview talk, SQM22, Monday session

predictions are very sensitive to correlation coefficient ρ
ρ < 0.8 strongly preferred, in conflict with HIJING predictions and Lund string
model
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RHIC Beam Energy Scan and comments on STAR data

1st exploration of 6th, 7th and 8th moment distributions, an experimental tour de force
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high precision data, μB decreases with increasing beam energy
analysis needs to be redone with resonance decays included

see Mazeliauskas et al.,     Nucl.Phys.A 1005 (2021) 121988
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first precision measurement of μB at LHC energy

comment: great progress, no centrality dependence of μB, no baryon transport
from the LHC beams to the central region, none of the current event generators
describes this well!
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New Star results on anti-hypernuclei
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high precision measument of jet quenching in pPb collisions by
the ATLAS collaboration

arXiv:2206.01138 [nucl-ex]

the new ATLAS data essentially rule out the presence of parton energy loss
in central pPb collisions, implying no QGP there

from the
ATLAS paper
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now results on charmed hadrons
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the mechanism for SHM with charm in more detail
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centrality dependence of charm fugacity gc at LHC energy
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Enrico Scomparin, SQM2022, June 13, 2022
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Xiaozhi Bai, ALICE coll., June14, 2022, SQM2022

D0 and J/ψ simultaneously reproduced, no free parameter

at the phase boundary, all processes producing J/ψ included, 
even including D Dbar* --> J/ψ π with resonance feeding

no additional contribution to J/ψ production from confined hadronic phase
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why are multi-charm hadrons important to measure?

these complex baryons or mesons (charmonia) are assembled at the QCD phase
transition from the quarks in the fireball

in the SHMc the production probability scales as gc
nc if charm quarks are deconfined

over the volume of the fireball formed in the Pb-Pb collision, see below

it follows that the yield of the doubly charmed Ξcc++  or J/ψ should be strongly (by a
factor 900, see below) enhanced

measurement of this enhancement is hence a clear proof of deconfinement of charm
quarks over distances determined by the volume of the fireball 

in central Pb-Pb collisions this volume is of order 5000 fm3

this implies deconfinement of charm quarks over linear dimensions of order 10 fm
much larger than the size of a (confined) nucleon (size of order 0.8 fm)
1st time direct experimental proof of deconfinement

future measurements inLHC Run3 and Run4 and especially ALICE 3 will test
picture of universal hadronization at the phase boundary for all hadrons
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predicted gc2 enhancement from the SHMc is
experimentally confirmed
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new results on charmed hadrons with CMS
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charm and beauty results from CMS   (Jing Wang)
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Hu Qipeng heavy flavor summary
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Run3/Run4 and ALICE 3: a playground to test hadronization scenarios
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the near future at the high lumi LHC  -- Sarah Porteboeuf
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the far future (no so far for a new detector)          Raphaelle Bailhache
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Ξ++cc mass spectrum without (red)
and with (blue) strangeness tracking

the power of ultra-thin, ultra-precise
MAPS detectors for ALICE 3

new ALICE development: strangeness tracking
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ALICE 3 summary, Raphaelle Bailhache
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